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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this investigation was to determine the
frequency and utility of the phonic elements in the
Ginn 360 series through level five.
The words used in this study were those which were desig¬
nated as basic and decodable words.
Each word was analyzed
the first time it appeared in the reading text.
Results indicated that most of the phonic elements had
a utility of 100 percent but the frequency for the
majority was below ten.
Single consonants and short
vowels were the two types of phonic elements which
appeared most frequently.
This investigator recommended that frequency, utility
and the child's ability to apply the appropriate phonic
generalizations be considered in determining which elements
would receive the greatest emphasis in instruction and
practice.

Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
The ability to read involves several skills which are
essential in reading instruction.
phonic analysis.

One important skill is

"Most authorities of reading advocate

the teaching of phonics in some form."

(Emans, 1967:419)

Because the Ginn 360 Reading program includes a
heavy emphasis on phonics instruction, this investigation
is designed to determine the phonic elements and their
frequency at four selected levels.
Statement of the Problem
The purpose of this study is to determine the utility
of all phonic elements used in the different words through
level five of the Ginn 360 reading series.

In other words,

how often is the phonic element such as initial consonant
"b" used in the first five levels.

When this information

is known, the teacher can provide instruction and practice
appropriate to better insure pupil reading competence.
Purpose of the Study
The Ginn 360 is designed with a relatively heavy
emphasis on decoding skills.
Because of this emphasis, this investigator believes
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that teachers, who use it, should know which phonic elements
are used, their frequency and utility.

This information

can help the teacher adapt instruction appropriately.
Phonic generalizations have long constituted
a significant part of instruction in phonics.
Many authors of textbooks in the teaching of
reading recommend phonic generalizations in
the program of instruction.
Despite such wide
acceptance, little research on the utility of
phonic generalizations had been reported until
Theodore Clymer . . . reported the results of
an investigation on the utility of forty-five
phonic generalizations in the primary grades.
(Bailey, 1967:413)
The information provided by this investigation will
not necessarily confirm which phonic elements have the
greatest utility in all reading, but it is designed to
determine utility in Ginn 360 through level five.
This study is intended to provide information which
teachers can use to plan and evaluate instructional
activities for those levels.

General Questions to be Answered
The questions to be answered in this study are:
1. Which phonic elements are used in the reading
vocabulary of Ginn 360 through level five?
2. What is the frequency of appearance of these
elements?
3. How do these results compare with similar studies
of frequency and utility?
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General Procedures
Each word was analyzed the first time it appeared to
determine which phonic elements it contained.
elements were listed.

The phonic

The frequency and utility of each

phonic element through level five of the Ginn 360 series
was determined.
Level one is not included in this investigation be¬
cause it does not incorporate vocabulary, rather it is a
study of consonants and short vowel sounds which are used
in levels two through five.

(The Ginn series uses the

terms glided (long) and unglided (short) to describe vowels).

Limitations
This investigation was designed to examine only the
phonic elements in the Ginn 360 series through level five.
Therefore, no generalizations could be formed concerning
consecutive levels of this series or the phonics in any
other basal text.

This study does not define what all

children in beginning reading need to learn but only what
skills are necessary to decode the reading vocabulary for
Ginn 360 through level five.

Definition of Terms
Consonant: "a speech sound that is produced
by interrupting or modifying the outgoing air or
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breath by some organ of articulation such as lips,
teeth, tongue, hard and soft palate."
(Gray, 1960:2)
Consonant blend: "two or more consonant
sounds that occur without intervening vowel sounds."
(Gray, 1970:3)
Consonant digraph: "the combination of two
letters which result in one speech sound.
The
sound heard is not a blend of the two letters in¬
volved but a completely new sound."
(Heilman,
1964:3)
Context clues: the use of the context in which
a word is used to determine either pronunciation,
meaning, or the grammatical use of the word.
Decoding: is the process of word analysis
in which the reader employs context clues, phonic
analysis, structural analysis or the dictionary
in order to pronounce a word or determine its
meaning.
Two or more approaches may be used
simultaneously.
However, most primary grade
children are not able to use the dictionary in¬
dependently.
Diphthong: "a succession of two vowel
sounds that are joined in a single syllable
under a single stress.
A diphthong is made by
a continuous glide of the tongue from one vowel
position to another."
(Gray, 1970:3)
In this
investigation, q^, oi^, ow, and ou are
referred to as diphthongs. (Heilman, 1968)
Frequency:
the number of times a certain
phonic element appears in the reading vocabulary.
Irregular vowels: those vowels which cannot
be classified as long, short, digraphs, diphthongs
or vowels controlled by the letter r.
Phonics:
"a facet of reading instruction,
teaching speech sounds of letters and groups of
letters in words."
(Heilman, 1964:2)
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Phonic analysis: "the process of sounding
letters or letter combinations to arrive at the
pronunciation of words,"
(Heilman, 1964:2)
Schwa: "the vowel sound heard in most un¬
stressed syllables in English, for example, the
sound represented by a, e,
o, and u in the un¬
accented syllables of sofa, problem, April,
ballot, and circus,"
(Gray, i960:6)
Sight word method: "the term sight-word
method is an abstraction which does not adequately
describe present day reading instruction.
How¬
ever, most beginning instruction involves the
teaching of a limited number of sight words before
phonic analysis is introduced. The term came into
common usage because it does describe this first
and important step.
Gradually, "sight-word method"
was used to imply the existence of an instructional
approach which proscribed phonics and advocated
teaching every word by sight only."
(Heilman, 1964:4)
Syllable: "a word or part of a word in
which a vowel sound is heard."
(Gray, 1960:7)
Sight words: those words which are taught
or recognized by the reader without the need for
application of phonic or structural analysis.
Structural analysis: "the use of structural
changes which differentiate between words having
common roots.
Such changes are: 1. endings
(£, ed, ing)
2. modification resulting from
addition of prefixes and suffixes and 3. compound
words."
(Heilman, 1964:3)
Vowels:
"a speech sound for whose production
the oral passage is comparatively unobstructed
so that the breath stream can flow from the
lungs to the lips and beyond without audible
friction and without being disturbed or cut
off at any point."
(Gray, 1960:7)
The most
commonly accepted vowels are a, e, 19 o, and u.
Sometimes the letters w and
are used as vowels.
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Vowel digraph: the combination of two vowels
which result in a single speech sound.
The generaliza¬
tion related to diagraphs is when two vowels are
together in a word the first has its long sound and
the second is silent.
For example: the vowels ai
in the word rain.
Vowel sounds: "the sound heard in ate, eat,
ice/ oak, and use are long vowel sounds and those heard
in am, end, it, odd, and u£ are short vowel sounds."
(Gray, 1960:8)
Vowels controlled by the letters r, 1,
or w are those vowels whose expected sound is altered
by the consonant r, 1, or w when one of these con¬
sonants follow the vowel.
For example: car, ball
and saw.
Word analysis: refers to the use of phonics or
structural analysis to decode the word.

Summary
Because phonics instruction is emphasized in the
Ginn 360 series and because teachers need to know their
instructional materials, this investigator has evaluated
the phonic elements of this series through level five to
determine their frequency and utility.
This investigation cannot be construed as a definite
answer as to what phonic generalizations are most reliable
in all reading but only as an analysis of the beginning
levels of the Ginn 360 series.
The next step in this study is to review related
literature.

This will be found in Chapter 2.

Chapter 2
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
The review of related literature covers the following
topics:

(1) the role of phonics in beginning reading in¬

struction,

(2) strategies of word analysis used by be¬

ginning readers,
(4)

(3) methods of phonic instruction and

frequency and utility studies.

Phonics Role In Reading Instruction
Word analysis skills are recognized as an integral
part of reading instruction.

These skills are essential

for developing accuracy and independence in reading.
Unless youngsters learn how to analyze words to see how letters are used to represent sounds,
to recognize root words, endings, prefixes and
suffixes and meaningful parts of words - they will
be reduced to guessing when they encounter un¬
familiar printed words. (Gray, 1960:3)
Phonic analysis is an essential component of beginning
reading instruction but it is not the only skill which is
required for growth in reading.

Phonics is a tool for un¬

locking unfamiliar words.
Word analysis is not the "be-all and end-all"
of word perception: but it is an important means
to that end.
To deprive a child of the skills
and understanding that enables him to figure out
new words on his own while reading, is to retard
him in reading.
(Gray, 1960:31)
Heilman (1964) recognized the importance of phonics
in beginning reading but he too cautioned teachers against
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over emphasizing phonics instruction.

The reader must master

the phonic techniques necessary to read words which are not
yet sight words but he

M

is handicapped if he relies too

heavily on phonic analysis when other modes of word attack
would be more economical."

(1964:7)

Reading is more than sounding out words correctly.
Reading involves skills which aid in determining both the
correct pronunciation and the meaning of those words and
phrases.

(Gray, i960)

"Efficient reading involves de¬

veloping the ability to analyze or sound unknown words, but
at the same time holding reliance on such analysis to an
absolute minimum."

(Heilman, 1964:7)

Gray (i960) describes the "ultimate goals of word per¬
ception" as the development of a maximum number of sight
words which are needed to read the materials which the
child wants to read and at the same time provide a means
of attacking unknown words.
Beginning readers must learn to use three basic skills
to insure proper growth in decoding skills.

These three

skills are context clues, structural analysis and phonic
analysis.
Over-reliance on any one skill may develop a "set"
or dependency upon that skill to the exclusion of all others.
Each of these skills are to be used in conjunction with the
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others.

One in isolation is insufficient, for each has its

limitations.

(Heilman, 196*0

Restriction to context clues

alone would leave a larger number of choices than if context
clues and phonic analysis were combined.

(Heilman, 1972)

To illustrate this point, the first sentence relies ex¬
clusively on context clues and the second employs both
context and phonic analysis.
1. The girl waved goodby to her
2. The girl waved goodby to her m

.
.

Phonic analysis is an essential skill for growth in
reading but it is only one part of reading instruction.
Context clues and structural analysis are also essential if
the reader is to find meaning in the written language.
If one skill is overemphasized in beginning
reading, the child is likely to overlearn and over¬
rely on the skill.
This mitigates against his
maintaining a proper balance between the three
essentials for growth.
(Heilman, 1968:19)
All of the word analysis skills are a means to an end;
that is, to provide the reader with skills which enable
him to decode words which the child cannot immediately
recognize.

Then when recognized and placed in a sentence,

a meaning emerges and reading comprehension takes place.
Strategies Used by Beginning Readers
Research has been conducted to determine what strategies
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Children select the easiest cue for recogni¬
tion and the easiest cue is frequently in a single
letter of a word or some incidental detail. Children
do not ordinarily attend to total patterns nor to
all the letters in a word. It is only when single
letters fail to distinguish one word from another
that children attend to all the letters.
(Beery, 1970:199)
A study to determine which clues are most frequently
used by nonreaders and beginning readers conducted by
Marchbanks and Levine (1965) also indicated that word
recognition is based on individual letters, especially
the initial and final letters.
The participants in the research were 50 kinder¬
garten and 50 first grade students.
numbers of students of each sex.

There were equal

The results were examined

on the basis of all one hundred students and then four
subgroups.
The children were shown a three or five letter pseudo¬
word for a specific length of time.

Then they were asked

to identify the word from a choice of other words equal
in length.

The possible choices represented the three to

five letter positions such as initial, second, etc. and the
word shape.
On the whole group basis, the first choice was the
initial letter.

Second choice was the final letter.

least used clue was the shape of the word.

The
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When divided into subgroups, analysis of scores re¬
vealed that kindergarten boys, representing nonreaders,
chose either the first or final letters with nearly the
same frequency.

The first grade girls used the second

letter as their second most frequent choice.

They tended

to say the letter names of the original word and "seemed
to use them as verbal mediators in remembering the original
word."

(Marchbanks, 1965:60)

Samuels

(Berry, 1970) designed a study to examine

the effect, if any, of letter-name knowledge and reading
achievement.

Because the results of his research differed

from other similar investigations, Samuels replicated his
study twice to insure reliability.
vestigation were the same each time.

The results of his in¬
There was no statis¬

tically significant evidence to support the theory that
letter-name knowledge facilitates beginning reading
"Although letter-name knowledge does not seem to have any
beneficial effect on reading, there is evidence that
letter sound training does have a positive effect."
(Samuels, Beery, 1970:203)
He suggested that positive correlations between letter
name knowledge and reading achievement which were found in
other investigations exist because some variables were not
controlled and therefpre influenced the result.

These
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variables may be intelligence, home environment, the
similarity of some letter names and their sounds, and the
child's ability to visually discriminate between letters.
Calfee (1969) examined familiar spelling patterns and
their relationship to reading.

He chose 40 synthetic words

which contained familiar spelling patterns and asked 247
students from the third and sixth grades to pronounce the
pseudo-word.

Scores were tabulated on the basis of appro¬

priate responses.
The results indicated a higher correlation between
reading achievement and pronunciation scores than achieve¬
ment and intelligence for third grade students.

The study

involving sixth grade students showed different results.
Their I.Q. is a better predicator of achievement than the
pronunciation scores.
When results were examined on the basis of reading
achievement, good readers were found to be more likely to
give appropriate responses to predicatable spelling patterns.
Methods of Phonics Instruction
Analytic and synthetic phonics instruction were com¬
puted in a study by Bliesmer and Yarborough (1965) .
defined analytic phonics programs as those which:

They
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. . . were based on the belief that the
child should be taught certain letter-sound
relationships or word elements before beginning
to read and then be taught to synthesize word
elements into whole words. (1965:500)
Ten first grade reading programs were chosen to be
used in the research project.

One-half of them employed

the synthetic method and the other half used analytic
phonics instruction.
The research data was collected on 484 students.
Two hundred and forty-eight were in the analytic group
and 236 were in the synthetic group.
were rated average or better.

The teachers involved

Their teaching experience

ranged from one and one-half years to 43 years except
for one beginning teacher.

In service training was given

to all teachers to acquaint them with the basal reading
program which they would be using.
The children were tested in October using the
California Short-Form Test of Mental Maturity (1957 Edition)
Primary.

The experiment began about October first.

The Stanford Achievement Test was administered in
May.

Scores for the following five subtests were used:

Word Reading, Paragraph Meaning, Vocabulary, Spelling and
Word Study Skills.
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Because of statistically significant differences in
control variables of chronological age, language I.Q.,
non-language I.Q. and total readiness scores, the mean
scores were adjusted by analysis of covariance procedures.
The results of the study favored the synthetic method
of phonics instruction.

The researchers concluded that a

beginning reading program should present sound symbol re¬
lationships before teaching words.

The order of teaching

phonic elements is not important but enough should be
taught for independent decoding of unknown words.
Scores were examined in order to compare individual
basal programs used in the synthetic groups.
differences were found.

No significant

The investigators stated that:

It would seem therefore that methodology,
rather than specific programs or materials used,
is the more decisive factor in overall effective¬
ness of reading instruction in grade one.
Bear (1959) carried out a similar study and followed
it with a second comparison five years later.
1970)

(Johnston,

He divided the methods of phonics instruction into

two categories which are synthetic and analytic.
Analytic phonics instruction was described as the
approach whereby a child is taught to analyze known words
with a common phonic element.

From this analysis, generali-
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zations are developed regarding the relationship between
the letter and the sound is represents.

"The sound is

never learned in isolation from the word."

(Bear, 1959:395)

Synthetic phonic instruction begins with the sound.
Then the child is taught tc blend the sounds into whole
words.

(Bear, 1959:395)

He selected 14 first grade classrooms.

Data were

collected only on those students who had completed a full
year of instruction in either group.

Children whose test

scores were incomplete or who were repeating the first
grade were not included in the results.

An attempt was

made to insure the same quality of instruction by involving
teachers with similar training and experience.

Classroom

enrollment was nearly equal and about the same number of
students in each group had attended kindergarten.
By using the Warner Index of Status Characteristics,
I.Q., and readiness scores, the two groups were found to
be statistically equal.
The analytic group received instruction according to
the teachers manual.

The synthetic group did not use any

phonics instruction from the basal text but were given
30 minutes of instruction daily.
At the end of the first grade year the pupils in the
synthetic group achieved higher scores than the analytic
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group.

The ratios were sufficiently high enough to re¬

ject the null hypothesis that there would be no difference.
The testing instruments were the Gates Primary Reading Test,
Metropolitan Achievement Test, and the Durrell Test for
hearing sounds in words.
The follow-up study (Johnston, 1970) involved 185
students from the original study, 95 from the analytic
group and 90 from the synthetic group.
The phonics instruction for grades two through six
was that which was in the teachers manual and no special
instruction was given to either group.
At the end of the sixth grade year, the Gates Reading
Survey Form 2 was administered.

The two groups were found

statistically equal on the California Test of Mental
Maturity and in socioeconomic status as measured by the
Warner Index of Status Characteristics.

The t ratios

indicated no significant differences.
The overall results did favor the synthetic group
but the difference was not statistically significant.
When scores were analyzed on the basis of the
students' reading achievement, the upper and lower quartiles
did not show significantly high enough scores to reject
the null hypothesis, however, Bear reported that the lower
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quartile did favor the synthetic approach to phonics
instruction.

(Johnston, 1970)

The upper quartile slightly

favored the synthetic method of instruction.
The middle fifty percent had a ratio high enough to
reject the null at a .01 level of confidence.

This group

favored the synthetic method of instruction.
The final results of this study indicated that the
synthetic approach to phonics instruction is a more
effective method of teaching beginning reading, especially
•for the middle fifty percent and the lower quartile of the
students.
In an attempt to analyze the results of numerous
research projects Gurren and Hughes (1965) reviewed 22
studies of comparisons between intensive-phonics groups
and gradual-phonics groups.

They chose only those studies

in which the investigators had used acceptable methods
of data collection and reporting of results.
Intensive-phonics refers to programs which teach the
sound-symbol relationships for both the consonant and
vowels from the start of reading instruction.

The term

gradual-phonics is applied to those reading programs which
delay the teaching of sound symbol relationships for vowels
until second or third grade reading.
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The review of these 22 studies revealed that 19 of
them favored the intensive-phonics groups while none in¬
dicated greater achievement in the gradual-phonics groups.
The other three studies did not indicate a preference for
either system of phonics instruction.
As a result of this review the investigator recommended
". . . that all main sound-symbol relationships, both
vowel and consonants be taught intensively from the start
of reading instruction."

(Gurren 1963:344)

In addition, Gurren and Hughes reported that research
does not indicate:
1. that an intensive phonetic approach slows down
fast learners.
2. that it is too difficult for slow-learners.
3. that it has a negative effect upon the readers'
speed.
4. that the significant difference in reading
achievement of the intensive-phonics group disappears
in later grades.
(Gurren, 1963:344)
Bloomer (1960) conducted an investigation which pro¬
duced similar results.

He compared the reading achievement

of 200 first grade students.

The control group received

phonics instruction from the basal reader series while
the experimental group received instruction in a carefully
controlled phonics program before beginning reading in the
basal series.
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The students were given the Gates Primary Reading
Test, Form 1, Type 1, Word Recognition.

Analysis of the

final test scores indicated that there was a significant
difference in favor to the experimental group on the Word
Recognition and sentence Reading subtests.

The mean differ¬

ences for Paragraph Reading and the average scores were not
significant.
Bloomer concluded that ".

.

. a systematic reorganiza¬

tion of formal phonics training given prior to usual reading
teaching techniques, then appears to produce superior
results."

(Bloomer, 1960:193)

Phonic Generalizations
In an attempt to provide a basis for determining when
to introduce systematic phonics instruction. Black (1952)
examined fourteen basal readers ranging from first to third
grade levels.

The words which she tabulated were those base

forms and compound words which appeared in at least ten
of fourteen basal series.

The syllable was the unit used

for analysis.
Consonant blends, consonant trigraphs (three letter
consonant blends), and consonant digraphs

(in initial or

final position), single consonants, and consonant phono¬
grams containing silent letters were counted in her in-
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vestigation.

A phonogram is ".

.

.a character or

symbol used to represent a word, syllable or single
speech sound."

(Black, 1952:619)

She found that consonants were evenly distributed be¬
tween initial and final positions in syllables.

The con¬

sonants with the highest incidence of appearance were
single letters.
initial position.

They were found most frequently in the
The others are listed in order of fre¬

quency: 2nd, consonant blends; 3rd, consonant digraphs;
4th, syllabic consonants and blends in final position;
and 5th, consonant digraphs.
Black (1962)

found that the consonant r appeared in

all levels but vowels controlled by the letter r appeared
in final position more than in the initial position.
Silent consonants and the letter r in combination with
other letters appeared more frequently in the higher
reading levels which were used in this study.
Clymer (1963) studied 45 phonic generalizations which
were selected from four "widely used" sets of readers which
were used in the first through third grades.

The teachers

manuals, workbooks and readers were the sources for the
generalizations used in the investigation.
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The words which were used in Clymer^ utility study
were taken from the Gates Reading Vocabulary for Primary
Grades and a composite list of all the words introduced
in the four basal readers.
The phonics generalizations were checked
against the words to determine (a) the number
of times the word was pronounced as the generali¬
zation claimed and (b) the words which were ex¬
ceptions to the generalization.
(Clymer, 1963:25*0
After this comparison a percent of utility was com¬
puted.

Clymer set two criteria to determine a reasonable

degree of application.

They were (1) there must be a

minimum of twenty words to which the generalization will
apply and (2) the rate of utility must be at least seventyfive percent.
Eighteen of the *45 generalizations met the require¬
ments for a reasonable degree of application.

Clymer

stated that some other generalizations may have proven to
be useful if the wording were changed.

He suggested that

the limit of seventy-five percent utility may have been too
high.

In addition, regional pronunciations were not con¬

sidered as the authority for pronunciations was the Webster
Collegiate Dictionary.

If such adjustments were made, one

additional generalization would have met the criteria for
usefulness.
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The results of this investigation found 16 generaliza¬
tions to be useful, according to the established criteria,
however, four more were found to meet the criteria of
20 words to which they would apply.
Although 13 generalizations demonstrated
their usefulness in both studies four and
possibly five of those which proved useful in
the primary level failed in usefulness for words
beyond the primary level:
and conversely three
of those generalizations judged not useful for
words beyond primary level.
Therefore different
generalizations may need to be learned at
different levels of schooling.
(Emans, 1967:424)
After modifying or combining some to the original
45 generalizations 18 of them met the utility criteria
of seventy-five percent.

Emans suggested that:

In as much as some generalizations are
exceptions to others, children may profit by
learning which generalizations should be tried
first, which should be tried second if the
first effort fails.
Some of the generaliza¬
tions may be best applied in conjunction with
others instead of in isolation. (1967:425)
Daily (1967) also replicated Clymer's (1963)
investigation using a composite list of 5,773 vocabulary
words from eight basal reading series for grades one
through six.

She used the same procedures in selection

of words and the same criteria for utility.
Bailey (1967)

found 25 generalizations which met

the criteria of seventy-five percent utility but two of
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them did not have 20 or more words to which they would
apply.
She (Daily, 1967) recommended that eight of the
original forty-five generalizations be reexamined before
including them in reading instruction because the utility
rate was very low.

Four others were found to be difficult

to interpret and apply by the investigator and Bailey (1967)
believed that they would probably not be useful to
elementary school children.

There are six generalizations

which were judged to be simple enough for children to un¬
derstand and apply.
Bailey stated that " .

.

. the findings of this study

emphasize the need for the supplementation of future re¬
search to establish the value of phonic generalizations
in the elementary grades."

(1967:416)

Fry's (1964) investigation "... confirmed that
phonic rules do apply even to beginning reading materials."
(1964:759)
This study used the first three hundred words for
Instant Words,

(a list of six hundred most common English

words) to determine if the phonics rules apply.(Fry, 1964)
The schwa sound was included and the traditional rule
concerning the letter y at the end of a two syllable word
was altered.

The Webster Collegiate Dictionary describes
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this sound as the short i sound but Fry (1964) described
it as long e.

He justified this change by stating that:

The author is aware that it is dangerous to
go against established reference works but it
is even more dangerous to go against real life
observation.
(1964:760)
Summary
Phonics instruction is an essential component in be¬
ginning reading but it should not become the entire program
of instruction.

Effective phonics instruction maintains a

balance between phonic and structional analysis, context
clues and sight words.
Beginning readers tend to use single letters as clues
to word pronunciation.

Knowledge of letter sounds and

familiar word patterns correlate higher with reading
achievement than other variables.
Frequency studies have failed to determine which phonic
elements should be taught first or at what grade level they
should be introduced but they do provide a basis for evalu¬
ating the utility of phonic generalizations which are
usually found in reading texts.
Researchers do not always agree when or how specific
phonic elements should be taught but there seems to be
agreement that phonics has an important role in reading
instruction.
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Chapter 3 is a description of the procedures which
were used to determine the frequency of phonic elements
in the beginning levels of the Ginn 360 Reading Series.

Chapter 3
PROCEDURES
The purpose of this study was to determine the fre¬
quency and utility of the phonic elements used in the Ginn
360 series through level five.

This chapter describes the

words which were used, the method of collecting data, and
the means of reporting the results.
Population Description
The words used in this investigation are those which
the Ginn teachers manual labels as basic and decodable.
enrichment words are not included.

The

The words were listed

the first time they appeared in the child's text.
Method of Collecting Data
The specific categories used were defined as the
study progressed since only those elements which appeared
were used in the study.

Heilman,

(1968:21-76) was the source

for phonic generalizations which were used to determine the
classification of specific phonic elements.
The vocabulary words were analyzed and each phonic
element was listed as a separate category the first time
it appeared.

For example: In the word ride the elements

are consonant r, consonant d and the vowel i with a silent
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vowel e.

The list of categories wasn't completed until

all of the words had been examined because only those
phonic elements which appeared in the child's text were
included.

To insure accuracy the count of phonic elements

in each word and the words selected were rechecked.

Method of Organizing Data
A table was used to record the phonic element, the word
in which it appeared and its frequency.

Two columns were

used to record the frequency of a phonic element.

The

first column was used to record the expected phoneme and
the second was for the exceptions to the rule.

Phonic

elements were counted as exceptions to a specific generaliza¬
tion only if there was no other rule to explain that ex¬
ception.

For example: The letter c represents the sound

as heard in the word cat when followed by any other letter
except the letter h.

The exception to this generalization

is accounted for by the rule that states that the letter
c represents the soft sound when it is followed by the
letters e, i or y as in the word city.

There was no attempt

to evaluate the ability of the "average" child to apply
these generalizations.

Any observation of that nature is

included in Chapter 5.
An example of the table used in data collection is
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given below.
PHONIC ELEMENT FREQUENCY IN GINN 360

Phonic Word
Element

Frequency Frequency of
of Expected Exception to
Phoneme Generalization

Method of Reporting Data
In Chapter 4, two tables are used in reporting
results.

The tables show the phonic elements with examples,

their frequency, the number of exceptions and their utility.
Each table is followed by a discussion of the results and in
some cases an explanation of the generalizations used to de¬
termine specific categories.
In addition, this investigator will present a discussion
of the results of this study and compare them to correspond¬
ing results of similar studies as reported by Burmeister
(1968) .
The studies cited above are based upon phonic* general¬
izations and this investigation used specific phonic elements.
Therefore utility figures for generalizations which apply
to specific phonic elements are given.

Only those general¬

izations which were judged useful in one or more investiga¬
tions are included in the comparison.
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If a generalization from a study cited applied to
more than one element in this investigation a cumulative
utility was computed.
Summary
The writer examined the frequency and utility of the
phonic elements in the Ginn 360 reading vocabulary through
level five.

The words which were designated as basic or

decodable vocabulary were examined and the frequency of
the phonic elements in these words were tabulated.

Fre¬

quency tables were employed in the collection, organiza¬
tion and reporting of the data.

The results of this

investigation are compared to corresponding results of
similar studies.
In Chapter 4 the investigator discusses the findings
and compares them to similar studies.

Chapter 4
FREQUENCY AND UTILITY OF PHONIC ELEMENTS
IN GINN 360
Introduction
The frequency for phonic elements which appear in the
Ginn 360 reading series through level five was determined
and a percent of utility was established for each one.
Table 1 shows the frequency and utility for consonants
which appeared in this investigation.

Table 1
FREQUENCY OF CONSONENT ELEMENTS IN GINN 360

Phonic Element
b c c d ed ed f g g h j k 1 m n P ”
r s s t v w x -

(big)
(cat)
(city)
(duck)
(ed - lived)
(ed - looked)
(fast)
(go)
(gym)
(here)
(jet)
(kite)
(little)
(me)
(not)
(pen)
(runs)
(see, books)
(boxes, toys)
(toy)
(have
(will)
(mix)

Frequency
18
9
3
26
4
8
11
11
2
12
6
9
31
25
41
25
10
29
19
39
3
14
5

Exceptions to
Basic Rule
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
o
0

Percent
Utility
100
100
100
100
100
100
82
100
100
92
100
100
97
100
100
100
100
95
100
100
100
100
100
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TABLE 1

Phonic Element

Frequency

(yes)
z - (zoo)
pi - (play)
si - (sleep)
br - (bridge)
gr - (green)
tr - (tree)
sn - (snow)
sk - (ask)
str - (street)
st - (stop)
sw - (swim)
sp - (space)
ck - (duck)
ch - (chair, machine,
chord)
qu - (quack)
wh - (who)
sh - (she)
th - (this, thank)
nk - (thank)
kn - (know)
ng - (ing)
dg - (bridge)
ph - (elephant)
y -

(continued)

3

1
1
1
2
2
5
1
1
1
7
1
1
5
1
1
6
4
1
1
1
1
1
1

Exceptions to
Basic Rule
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Percent of
Utility
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

As shown in Table 1, 22, single consonants have
a utility of 100 percent.

The letters 1, h, and f each

have one exception which is not covered by a separate phonic
generalization.
Single consonants have the greatest frequency.
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Fifteen of 24 appear 10 or more times while none of the
other phonic elements have a frequency that equals ten.
Consonant blends, digraphs and consonants in combina¬
tion with silent letters all have a utility of 100 percent,
however only seven of them appeared more than once.

The

seven are the phonic elements br, tr, st, vdi and sh.

The

blend st had the highest frequency of seven.
In this investigation the hard and soft sounds which
are represented by the letters c and g; are considered as
two separate elements.
The suffix ed is also considered as two separate
elements because it is associated with two speech sounds.
The consonants and vowels which are in the suffixes are
not included in the frequency figure for those phonic'
elements because generalizations can be found to account
for structural changes such as suffixes.
The phonic element gu is not considered as a single
consonant in this investigation because Heilman (1968)
regards it as a digraph.

The letter ". .

. g does not

have a sound of its own and is always followed by u which
in this case does not function as a vowel."

(Heilman, 1968

42) .
The digraph ch appears only once in this investigation
It is used in the word machine.

This is not an exception
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to the basic rule because the digraph ch represents
three sounds which are heard in the words chair, choir and
machine.

The sound represented by the letters ch in the

word chair is ".

.

. the most common and the one met almost

exclusively in beginning reading."

(Heilman, 1968:36)

The other two sounds represented by the digraph ch are
usually taught much later.

(Heilman, 1968)

Table 2 contains the frequency and utility for vowels
in the Ginn 360 reading series through level five.

It

covers long and short vowel sounds, vowels controlled by
another letter, irregular vowels and the schwa.

Table 2
FREQUENCY OF VOWEL ELEMENTS IN GINN 360

Frequency

Phonic Element

a - (cat)
e - (hen)
i - (pig)
o - (not)
u - (run)
schwa - (i in
helicopter)
a - (with final
- cake)
e - (with final
- Pete)
i - (with final
- hide)
o - (with final
- home)

Exceptions to
Basic Rule

Percent
Utility

25
39
43
15
9

3
0
1
2
1

100
100
98
74
89

7

0

100

11

2

100

1

0

100

13

4

69

3

2

33

e
e
a
e
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TABLE 2

Phonic Element

(continued)

Frequency

i - (at the end of a
syllable - lion) 1
o - (at the end of a
syllable - no) 8
e - (at the end of a
syllable - me) 6
y - (at the end of a
syllable - my) 2
y - (at the end of a
two syllable
5
word - funny)
1
oa - (goat)
6
ay - (may)
4
ea - (eat)
ee - (tree)
4
1
ui - (suit)
3
ai - (wait)
1
ew - (new)
1
aw - (saw)
6
al - (ball)
5
ar - (car)
4
er - (here, her)
4
ir - (girl)
3
ur - (fur)
3
or - (for)
oo - (zoo, book)
6
2
oy - (toy)
6
ow - (town, snow)
ou - (out)
6
1
ey - (they)
eu - (guess)
1
1
ight - (night)
o - (followed by the

Exceptions to
Basic Rule

Percent of
Utility
100
50
83
100

0
0
0
1
0
0
2
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
2
0
0
0

100
100
100
75
100
100
33
100
100
83
80
100
100
100
66
100
100
100
67
100
100
100
100
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Vowel elements displayed a wide range of utility but
the majority of them had a utility of 100 percent.
had low frequency.

Most

Only twelve of 37 vowel elements

appeared more than five times.
Four of 5 short vowels had a utility of 89 percent or
above.
percent.

The other one, short vowel o, had a utility of 74
This lower rate was due to the lower frequency

of 15 with two exceptions.

Short vowel a had three ex¬

ceptions which were not covered by some other generalization
or the schwa sound.

Short vowels i and o each had one ex¬

ception while short vowel e had none.
Utility for long vowel sounds ranged from 33 to 100
percent.

Vowels a and i with final vowel e were the most

frequently used long vowel sounds.
Table 2 shows that the vowel e with final e had a
utility of 100 percent.

This was due to the way in which

this investigator defined the category.

For example:

the word here was not considered as having an e with a
final e because of the r controlled vowel.

If this dis¬

tinction had not been made, the long vowel e with final e
would have had a frequency of four and a utility of 25
percent.
In this study long vowel sounds which appeared at the
end of a short word or syllable were represented by the
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letters i, of e, and

The letter y represented two

sounds and therefore was included in two categories.
sounds were those which were heard in the words

The

and

funny.
"Most dictionaries mark this sound of y as short i
(hur i/ luk i, etc.)

However, many authorities feel that

the sound heard in the words is closer to the long e."
(Heilman, 1968:66)

This writer agreed with Heilman's

view, but each teacher must decide this issue for himself.
The long sound represented by e at the end of a
syllable occured six times with one exception.

The final

letter y, representing the sound heard in the word funny,
appeared five times with no exception.

The final

letter y, representing the sound heard in the word funny,
appeared five times with no exception.
sistent final vowel was the letter o.
50 percent.

The least con¬
It had a utility of

The final vowel i did not appear on a one

syllable word, rather it was used in the two syllable
word lion.
Vowel digraphs ay, ea, and ee had the highest fre¬
quency and utility for this type of phonic element.

The

letters ai had a utility of 33 percent and a frequency
of three.

Digraph ui appeared only once and had a utility

of 100 percent.

Although the sound represented by the di¬

graph ea was an accurate representation, it was used only
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once.
Diphtongs oo, ow and

each had a utility of 100

percent and frequencies ranged from two to six.

The vowel

element ou appeared six times and had a utility of 67
percent.
In the studies done by Clymer (1963), Emans (1967),
and Bailey (1967) a phonic generalization must maintain
75 percent utility in a minimum of 20 word to be judged
highly useful.

In this study the majority of elements

were found to have a utility above 75 percent but only
11 had 20 or more words in which they appeared.
The total number of words in the different studies
varied greatly.

Clymer's (1963)

study involved 2,600 words.

Emans (1967) used 1,944 words and Bailey (1967) examined
5,773 words.

This investigation involved a total of 256

words.
Burmeister (1968) compared seven studies of phonic
generalizations.

He listed several "especially useful

generalizations" for consonants and vowels.

This investi¬

gator selected the generalizations from Burmeister's study
(1968) which corresponded to the phonic elements in this
investigation for comparison.
The useful generalizations for consonants are:
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1. c followed by e, i or y sounds soft; otherwise
c is hard (omit ch).
2. g followed by e, i or y sounds soft; otherwise
2_ is hard (omit gh) .
3. ch is usually pronounced as kitchen not like
sh in machine.
4. When a word ends in ck it has the same last
sound as in look.
5. When ght is seen in a word gh is silent, (thought,
night, right).
(Burmeister, 1968:353)
In this investigation both sounds represented by the
letter c had a utility of 100 percent.

The digraph ch

is not an exception because it is governed by a separate
generalization.
Burmeister's second generalization identifies the two
sounds represented by the letter g_.

The utility for both

of the sounds if 100 percent.
The digraph ch appeared once in this investigation,
however it represented the sound heard in the word machine.
This is in direct conflict with Burmeister's (1968) generali¬
zation .
As shown in Table 1 (pages 30 and 31) the consonant
digraph ck appeared five times and had a utility of 100
percent.
In this study the consonants ght represented the sound
which is associated with the letter t as described by
Burmeister (1968).

This combination of letters appeared only
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once in the beginning levels of Ginn 360.
Four "useful generalizations for single vowels"
from Burmeister (1968) are:
1. If only one vowel letter is at the
end of a word the letter usually stands for
the long sound (one syllable words only.)
2. When a consonant and y_ and final letters
are in a one syllable word, the y has a long i sound;
in poly-syllabic words the y has a short i (long e)
sound, (my, by, cry, baby)
3. A single vowel in a closed syllable has
a short sound except that it may be modified in
words in which the vowel is followed by an r.
4. The r gives the preceding vowel a sound
which is neither long nor short (car, care, far,
fair, fare.)
In this investigation short vowel sounds included both
single and polysyllabic words.

The syllable was used as

the unit for determining the sound represented by the vowel.
Long vowels at the end of the syllable had a combined utility
of 97 percent.

Burmeister (1968) included both sounds

represented by the vowel y in one generalization.

In this

study both elements using the vowel had a utility of 100
percent.
All four of Burmeister's (1968) generalizations for
vowels cited above were in agreement with the phonic elements
and their corresponding speech sounds as they appeared in
this investigation.
There are two "useful generalizations for adjacent
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vowels" reported in Burmeister's study.

They are:

1. Digraphs: When the following double
vowel combinations are seen together, the first
is usually long and the second is silent: ai,
ay, ea, oa, ow.
(ow may have a ou sound.)
In this study adjacent vowels ay, ee, oa, ow, aw,
oy and

OCD

had a utility of 100 percent.

Frequencies for

all of these vowels were less than ten, but a few appeared
from three to six times.

Digraph al had a utility of

33 percent while the digraph ui appeared once and the
utility was zero.

Adjacent vowels ea and ou had utilities

of 75 and 67 percent respectively.
Five double vowel elements which appeared three or more
times and have a utility of 75 percent or better were the
letters: ay, eei, e£, oo and ow.
The writer would like the reader to note that there
was some discrepancy in the classification of double vowel
elements.
diphthongs.

Burmeister (1968) classifies au, aw, and oo as
In this investigation these three were not

considered diphthongs but were classified as either irregular
vowels or vowels controlled by a consonant.

This difference,

however, does not alter the frequency or utility as reported.
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Summary
Most of the phonic elements in the Ginn 360 series
had a utility of 100 percent but the frequency for the
majority of them was below ten.
Single consonants had the greatest frequencies.
Twenty-two of 24 had a utility of 100 percent.

All con¬

sonant blends, digraphs and consonants with silent letters
have a utility of 100 percent but only one-third have a
frequency above one.
Short vowels had the greatest frequency with utility
figures ranging from 74 to 100 percent.
Frequency figures for long vowels were usually less
than the frequency for short vowels.

However, nine of

13 long vowels had a utility above 75 percent.
Digraphs, diphtongs and irregular vowels usually had
utilities of 100 percent but frequencies were six or less.
The greatest portion of the phonic elements which
correspond to Burmeister's (1968) generalizations had a
utility of 75 percent or higher.
The purpose of this investigation was to determine
the frequency and utility of phonic elements in the be¬
ginning levels of Ginn 360.

No attempt has been made to

establish a criterion of usefulness nor to evaluate a child's
ability to apply the appropriate phonic generalization.
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Any observations of that nature are included in the con¬
clusions and recommendations found in the next chapter.

Chapter 5
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Phonics is an essential component in beginning
reading instruction when it is used in conjunction with
context clues and structural analysis.
Because phonics instruction is emphasized in the
Ginn 360 series and because teachers always need to know
their instructional materials, this investigator tabulated
the frequency of the phonic elements in this series through
level five.
The results of that tabulation are summarized in this
chapter.
Summary
The information in the previous chapter could be
summarized as follows:
1. Single consonants appeared more frequently than
any other consonant elements.

Twenty-two of 26 had a

100 percent utility.
2. The consonant blends and digraphs tr_, st_, sh
and wh had the greatest frequency.

In fact only these four

appeared more than once.
3. Short vowels ranged in frequency from nine to
43 and utility was between 74 and 100 percent.

Except
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for the sound represented by the short u, these vowels
appeared even more frequently than the majority of single
consonants.
4. Vowels a and i with final vowel e had frequencies
of 11 and 13 respectively.
were 82 and 69 percent.

Their respective utility figures

These two vowel representations

were used most often of the five vowels with final e.
5. The vowel elements ay^ ee, ea, oo_ and the vowels
e, o, and y at the end of a syllable (usually in a one
syllable word in this study ) appeared at least four times
each and had a high utility.
6. R controlled vowels had a combined frequency of
19 and a cumulative utility of 100 percent.
Conclusions
Based on the review of literature, related research
and this investigation the following conclusions were made:
1. Research has failed to determine the order in
which phonic elements should be taught, but it does pro¬
vide a basis for evaluating the utility of phonic generali¬
zations which are usually found in reading materials.
2. Different studies were not always in agreement re¬
garding the utility of specific phonic generalizations but
there was agreement that phonics has an essential role in
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reading instruction.
3. Most of the phonic elements in the investigation
had a utility of 100 percent; however, the frequency of
the majority of them was below ten.
4. A reasonable balance between all word and analysis
skills should be maintained.

Recommendations
The information processed in Chapter 4 leads the writer
to the following recommendations.
1. This writer recommends that both frequency and
utility be used in determining which phonics elements are
to receive the greatest emphasis for instruction and practice
in levels two through five.
2. Because of their frequency and utility this in¬
vestigator has recommended that the following phonic
elements should receive the most instructional emphasis:
a. Single consonants
b. Consonant blends and digraphs: tr, st, sh
and wh.
c. Short vowel sounds in one syllable words.
d. Vowels a and i with the final vowel e.
e. Digraphs and diphthongs: a^, ee, ea, ow.

f.

Double vowels oo.
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g. Single vowels at the end of a syllable:
e, o, and y.
h. Vowels controlled by the letter r.
i. Consonant digraph ck.
3. Single consonants had the highest frequencies of
all consonant elements and the majority had a utility of
100 percent.

This investigator has recommended that they

receive the greatest instructional emphasis of all the
consonant elements.
4. Because consonant blends can be decoded by the
child who has mastered single consonants, this investigator
believed that it is a more economical use of instructional
time to emphasize only those blends which appeared more than
once.

These are the consonant blends tr and st.
5. Generalizations regarding short vowels should re¬

ceive the greatest emphasis because they have the highest
individual frequencies and utilities of all the vowel
elements.
6. The digraph ck and double consonants may need
clarification for beginning readers.

The double consonants

were not included as a separate category in this study but
it has been this investigator's experience that many children
will try to pronounce both letter sounds.
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7. Because the vowel elements a^, ee, ea, oo and the
long vowel sounds represented by o, e, and y at the end of
a syllable (usually a short word in this study) appeared at
least four times each and had a high utility, it seemed to
this investigator that these particular elements should be
included in a planned program of phonics instruction.
8. The Ginn materials do not include generalizations
regarding the r controlled vowels in the beginning levels.
The writer believes that a combined frequency of 19 and a
utility of 100 percent indicates a need for children to
recognize the phonic elements which include vowels and the
letter r.
9. Frequency, utility and the child's ability to apply
the appropriate phonic generalization should be the criteria
for teaching phonic elements and the sounds which they
represent.

For this reason the schwa was not recommended

for beginning readers even though it appeared seven times
in the beginning levels of this series.
10. This investigator recommended that only those
phonic elements which have a reasonably high frequency and
utility be emphasized in beginning reading instruction.
Those words which contain phonic elements which are less
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frequent or reliable can be most economically taught as
sight words.

For some children the teacher may wish to

point out the exception or indicate the sound which is rep¬
resented, but mastery would not be required.
11.

Because this investigation does not include the

phonic elements which are presented in the teachers manual
or the child's skill text, much more information is required
in order to provide a complete outline for teachers who use
the Ginn 360 series.

Therefore, the recommendations

found in this chapter should be tempered by the needs of
the individual child and the teachers' professional judge¬
ment.
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